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1. Introduction 
The Cohen-Lyndon Theorem [1] says that, in a free group, the normal closure 
of a single element is freely generated by a suitable collection of conjugates of that 
element. It is natural to look for an analogous result in the more general situation 
of free products. In the present paper, we prove such a theorem for free products 
of locally indicable groups. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A ,B be locally indicable groups, and let R eA  ,B  be a cyclically 
reduced word o f  length at least 2. Then the normal closure R A, B o f  R in A • B is 
freely generated by a set {u- 1Ru: u ~ U}, where U is a left transversal for  R A*B. C 
in A • B, and C denotes the centralizer of  R in A • B. 
This answers in the affirmative a question in [4]. Moreover, as an immediate con- 
sequence, we recover the Identity Theorem of [3]. 
Corollary 1.2. Let A, B be as in Theorem 1.1, and let G denote the quotient group 
of  A ,B  by R A*B. Then the abelianised group (RA*B) ab is isomorphic, as a ZG- 
module, to ~_G/(1 -S)ZG,  where S is the unique root of  R in A ,B  (that is, R =S m 
for  m maximal). 
The Identity Theorem, in turn, can be used to compute the high-dimensional 
homology and cohomology of the group G in terms of that of A, B and the finite 
cyclic subgroup gp(S) C G, just as in [3]. Whereas the approach in [3] is topological, 
and involves the direct construction of a K(G, 1)-space, our methods here are 
elementary and purely group-theoretical. 
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2. Definitions 
A group is said to be locally indicable if each of its nontrivial, finitely generated 
subgroups admits an epimorphism onto the infinite cyclic group. Note that the class 
of locally indicable groups is closed under subgroups and the formation of free pro- 
ducts. This fact will frequently be used in the sequel, without explicit reference. 
Let R be an element of a group G, and let N denote the normalizer of gp(R) in 
G. Then we will say that R has the Cohen-Lyndon property in G if there is a left 
transversal U for R G. N in G such that R c is free on the basis {uRu-l: ue  U}. 
(Given that R has infinite order, this is the same ~is the fpmmc property for the cyclic 
subgroup gp(R), in the sense of [6].) Thus, since in our present case the normaliser 
coincides with the centraliser, Theorem 1.1 states that R has the Cohen-Lyndon 
property in A .B .  A crucial tool in our proof is the following result: 
Proposition 2.1 (Karrass and Solitar [6, Theorem 1]). Suppose G & either afreepro- 
duct with amalgamation A *uK or an HNN-extension (K, t It-1Lt =M), and S is a 
subgroup of  K such that S x has trivial intersection with U or with each of  L, M. 
Then S has the fpmmc property in G i f  and only if  it has it in K. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
The proof is by induction on the length I of R, the initial case being when i = 2. 
Let A o, B o denote the subgroups of A, B respectively, generated by those elements 
that appear in R. Consider the group 
A * Bo=A *Ao (Ao* Bo). 
By the Freiheitssatz for locally indicable groups (see, for example, [2]), R A°*B° has 
trivial intersection with A0, so R has the Cohen-Lyndon property in A ,  B 0 if and 
only if it has the property in A0, B 0, by Proposition 2.1. Repeating this argument 
for the group 
A * B=(A * Bo)*8o B, 
we conclude that it is sufficient o deal with Ao,B  o. We consider three cases. 
Case O. AO, Bo are free. This is just the classical situation, which was proved in 
[1]. Note that this case includes the initial case i =2 of the induction, for then 
A0, B0 are infinite cyclic. 
To separate the remaining two cases, note that each of A 0, B 0 is finitely generated 
and nontrivial, so by hypothesis admits an epimorphism onto the infinite cyclic 
group (z). A suitable linear combination of these two epimorphisms yields an epi- 
morphism O : A 0, B 0 ~ (z) such that R e Ker O. 
Case 1. O(B0)={1 }. Then O(Ao)=(z), so there exists aeAo with O(a)=z. 
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Define K=AoNKer  q~, Ci = aiBo a- i  (i~ 72). Then by the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem 
Ker q~ = K .  (*i C/). (,) 
Rewriting R in terms of the decomposition (,), we find that at least 2 of the 
groups Ci are involved. For otherwise R eK*  Ci=K* (aiBo a- i )  for some fixed i, 
whence a- iRa ie  (a - iKa i ) ,Bo=K.Bo  . If i¢0 ,  then one of the letters a~,a - i  must 
appear in the reduced form of a- iRa i, since R is cyclically reduced of length at 
least 4. This forces a i ~K, a contradiction. Hence i--0 and R e K ,  Bo, contrary to 
the assumption that A 0 is generated by letters occurring in R. 
Let s denote the least, and t the greatest subscript i such that Ci is involved in R. 
Define 
Do=K*Cs* ' " *Ct_ I ,  
D =K,  Cs , . . . ,C t ,  
D 1 =K*Cs+I* ' " *Ct .  
Then R, regarded as reduced word in Do, Ct, has a cyclically reduced conjugate 
of length ~-0 < 2, for otherwise s= t, a contradiction. If ;t o < 1, then R is conjugate 
in Do. C t to an element of D O or of Ct. The first contradicts the choice of t; the se- 
cond contradicts the fact that 2 >_ 2. Hence 2 < ;to< 2 and by the inductive hypo- 
thesis R has the Cohen-Lyndon property in D. Now 
Ao* Bo = (D, a laDoa- i =D1 ). 
By the Freiheitssatz for locally indicable groups, R D has trivial intersection with 
each of Do, D ~, so R has the Cohen-Lyndon property in Ao.Bo,  by Proposition 
2.1. This completes Case 1. 
Case 2. q~(Ao) ~ { 1 } :g q~(B0). By Case 0 we may assume that one of A 0, B 0, say 
Ao, is not free. By definition, A0 is generated by letters occurring in R, so after 
replacing R by a cyclic permutation if necessary, and possibly z by z -1, we have 
R =al//1"'" ak& (k_2),  
with q~(al)=z n for some n>0.  
Let A1 be the group obtained from Ao by adjoining an n th root a to al: 
A 1 = (Ao, a [ a n = al ). Then A 1 is locally indicable, by [5, Theorem 9]. Also, qi A0 
extends uniquely to A1 by setting q~(a)=z. 
Similarly, we have ¢b(,Oj)=z m (m~O) for some j, and we can extend q~ IB0 to the 
locally indicable group B1 obtained from B 0 by adjoining an mth root b to flj, by 
setting q~(b) = z. 
By Proposition 2.1 it is sufficient to prove that R has the Cohen-Lyndon property 
in G=A1.B I . (C  ). Extend qi to G by setting q~(c)=z. By the Kurosh Subgroup 
Theorem 
Ker ~ = K A • K B, (ai, bi (i ~ 72)), (**) 
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where KA =Ker q~rlAj, KB=Ker q~NB1, ai=ciac - i - !  and bi=c ibc  - i -1 
Rewriting R in terms of the decomposition (**) gives 
/~=a 0--. a,_ 1YlfllZ1 "'" WkakXkYkf lkZk  
for some elements t2j e KA,  ~ e KB and words W i, X i in the aj and Yi, Zi in the bj. 
Let s, t denote the least and greatest indices i such that a i occurs in/~. Then s_< 0_  t. 
Observe that cK A c -1 = aolaKA a - la  o = aolKA ao, and similarly cKBc -1 = bolKBbo .
Also cai c-1 =ai+ I and cbi c-1 =bi+ 1. Hence we may express G as an HNN- 
extension of the group 
E = KA * KB* (as, . . . ,  a,, bi (i e Z)) 
with stable letter c and associated subgroups 
Eo = KA * KB* ( as, .. . , at_ l, bi (i E T/)), 
E1 = ao 1KA ao * bo I KBbo * (as+ 1,.. . ,  at, bi ( i E 7/)). 
In the case s = 0 = t, the last components of E 0, El are just (b i (i E 7/)). 
By the Freiheitssatz for locally indicable groups, R E has trivial intersection with 
each of E0, El, so by Proposition 2.1, it is enough to show that R has the Cohen- 
Lyndon property in E. 
Let B 2 = KB* (as, . . . ,  at, bi (i ~ 7/)). 
Then/?,  rewritten as a reduced word in the decomposition KA* B2, is cyclically 
reduced of length 21<~.. Furthermore, 21<1 only if I~eB z, that is only if 
al, ..., ak ~ gp(a). But that would contradict the assumption that A 0 = gp(al, ..., ag) 
is not free. Hence the inductive hypothesis applies to/~ e K A ,  B 2, completing the 
proof. [] 
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